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To the Board Members: 

 

The Japanese Institute of Certified Public Accountants (“we” and “our”) appreciates the 

continued efforts of the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB” or “Board”) 

on this project, and welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Discussion Paper 

Reporting the Financial Effects of Rate Regulation (“DP”).  

We are aware that there are extensive needs to set out particular accounting standards 

involving rate regulation. Notwithstanding, we believe that, in principle, the IASB 

should not develop any accounting standards that only relate to specific industry in 

IFRS. While we recognize that certain industry-specific issue may arise in applying 

IFRSs, in light of the principle-based nature of IFRS, we believe that each entity should 

determine appropriate accounting treatments in accordance with IAS 8 ‘Accounting 

Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors’ by reference to other IFRSs 

addressing similar topics and/or the definitions regarding assets, liabilities, revenue and 

expenses and the concepts for recognition and measurement stipulated in the 

Conceptual Framework, and the like. 

If any accounting standards for rate-regulated activitives should be developed in IFRS, 

in our view, the scope of application should be strictly limited so that any accounting 

treatments for activities carried out by many entities that are not subject to rate 
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regulation would not be affected by its stretched interpretation beyond the intended 

(standard-setting) purpose. 

In terms of the concerns noted above, the following comments are our responses to the 

questions from 3-7 and 9 raised in the ‘Invitation to comment.’ 

 

 

Question 3 

Do you agree that, to progress this project, the IASB should focus on a defined type of 

rate regulation (see Section 4) in order to provide a common starting point for a more 

focused discussion about whether rate regulation creates a combination of rights and 

obligations for which specific accounting guidance or requirements might need to be 

developed (see paragraphs 3.6–3.7)? If not, how do you suggest that the IASB should 

address the diversity in the types of rate regulation summarised in Section 3? 

 

Comments: 

We agree with your proposal. 

Given that the IASB has not received requests to develop specific accounting 

requirements for pure incentive-based types of rate regulation schemes, we believe that 

the IASB does not need to place a focus on it. Meanwhile, we believe that hybrid rate 

regulation (i.e. defined type of rate regulation) would be appropriate as a common 

starting point for a more focused discussion as pure incentive-based types of rate 

regulation schemes are excluded from such hybrid rate regulation (paragraphs 3.21, 3.33 

and 3.38). 

 

 

Question 4 

Paragraph 2.11 notes that the IASB has not received requests for it to develop special 

accounting requirements for the form of limited or ‘market’ rate regulation that is 

used to supplement the inefficient competitive forces in the market (see paragraphs 

3.30–3.33). 

(a) Do you agree that this type of rate regulation does not create a significantly 

different economic environment and, therefore, does not require any specific 

accounting requirements to be developed? If not, why not? 

(b) If you agree that this type of rate regulation does not require any specific 

accounting requirements, do you think that the IASB should, alternatively, consider 

developing specific disclosure requirements? If so, what would you propose and 
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why? 

 

Comments: 

(a) We agree with your proposal. 

 

(b) We believe that the IASB should consider developing specific disclosure 

requirements. In addition, we suggest that the IASB should conduct outreach 

activities to identify the needs of stakeholders as well as consider applying 

“illustrative examples” specified in IFRS 14 ‘Regulatory Deferral Accounts’ which 

has been issued as standard.  

 

 

Question 5 

Paragraphs 4.4–4.6 summarise the key features of defined rate regulation. These 

features have been the focus of the IASB’s exploration of whether defined rate 

regulation creates a combination of rights and obligations for which specific 

accounting guidance or requirements might be developed in order to provide relevant 

information to users of general purpose financial statements. 

(a) Do you think that the description of defined rate regulation captures an appropriate 

population of rate-regulatory schemes within its scope? If so, why? If not, why not? 

(b) Do you think that any of the features described should be modified in order to 

include or exclude particular types of rate-regulatory schemes or rate-regulated 

activities included within the scope of defined rate regulation? Please specify and 

give reasons to support any modifications to the features that you suggest, with 

particular reference to why the features may or may not give rise to circumstances 

that result in particular information needs for users of the financial statements. 

(c) Are there any additional features that you think should be included to establish the 

scope of defined rate regulation or would you omit any of the features described? 

Please specify and give reasons to support any features that you would add or omit. 

 

Comments: 

(a) We do not believe that the description of defined rate regulation captures an 

appropriate population of rate-regulatory schemes within its scope. As commented 

in our response to Question 3, we think that defined type of rate regulation would 

be appropriate as a common starting point for discussion to the extent that its 

definition would be applicable in practices. Notwithstanding, the definition 
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currently proposed in the DP would not be convincing enough to practically 

determine whether certain activity of an entity would be included in scope of 

rate-regulatory scheme, as stated in our responses to (b) and (c) below. In particular, 

we believe that the IASB should be careful in consideration so that stretched 

interpretation of defined trate regulation would not affect any accounting treatments 

of activities that are not subject to rate regulation. 

  

In addition, for example, where certain insurance contract would fall within the 

category of defined type of rate regulation, it would be necessary for the IASB to 

consider and clarify which of accounting standard for insurance contracts and 

accounting standard for rate regulation would override other in application. 

 

(b) We believe that the amendment should be made to the following features: 

・ ‘there is no effective competition to supply’ (paragraph 4.4. (a)(i):  

As described in paragraph 4.36, we believe that the scope of application should 

be limited to entities with “no competition” to supply in order not to result in 

stretched interpretation of the said definition. 

・ ‘it establishes parameters to maintain the availability and quality of the supply of 

the rate-regulated goods or services and other rate-regulated activities of the entity’ 

(paragraph 4.4(b)): 

While considering these parameters may be essential when providing exclusive 

goods or services, we believe that there are many goods or services generally 

provided by the entities that are required to comply with the specific safety 

standards or quality standards regulated by the applicable laws or regulations. 

Therefore, we believe that the IASB should amend the requirement(s) to clearly 

distinguish rate-regulated goods or services from other goods or services of such 

nature. 

  

(c) We believe that the following feature should be excluded from the features of 

defined rate regulation. 

・ ‘the rate-regulated goods or services are essential to customers’ (paragraph 4.4 (a) 

(ii):  

Determining whether the goods or services are essential would require certain 

subjective judgment, which may not be applied in a consistent manner. 

Accordingly, we believe that the said feature should be presented as “illustrative 

sample” and should be excluded from the features of defined rate regulation. 
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In addition, we believe that the IASB should consider adding following features. 

・ ‘whether the rate regulator is a public body such as a nation or government’: 

From the perspective of ensuring faithful presentation of financial information, it 

would not be recommended that the accounting treatments would vary depending 

on the nature of rate regulator. Notwithstanding, if information so provided 

would have a specific relevance, for example, it may be meaningful to permit 

application of such standard only when the rate regulator is a public body such as 

a nation or government. We note that the similar provision has been included in 

IAS 20 ‘Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government 

Assistance’ and IFRC 12 ‘Service Concession Arrangements’ currently in place. 

While we are not fully supportive of applying such treatment, in our view, it may 

be worthy considering as second-best way. 

・ Similarly, we suggest that the IASB should consider certain cases where the rate 

regulator implements regulations stipulated by the applicable laws and regulations 

of such jurisdiction while such rate regulator itself is not a nation or government. 

 

 

Question 6 

Paragraphs 4.62–4.72 contain an analysis of the rights and obligations that arise from 

the features of defined rate regulation. 

(a) Are there any additional rights or obligations that you think the IASB should 

consider? Please specify and give reasons. 

(b) Do you think that the IASB should develop specific accounting guidance or 

requirements to account for the combination of rights and obligations described? 

Why or why not? 

 

Comments: 

(a) With respect to ‘Enforcement of rights and obligations (paragraph 4.73)’, we agree 

with your analysis that the enforceable rights and obligations are created by 

regulatory agreement (‘rate ruling’) such as clear legislation and regulatory policies. 

Notwithstanding, we recognize that contract with commercial substance entered 

into with a party by private entity that is not subject to rate regulation would be 

similarly valid in that it would also create enforceable rights and obligations 

(paragraph 10 of IFRS 15 ‘Revenue from Contracts with Customers’). In addition, 

the rights and obligations created by certain nation or government may be less 
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enforceable than those created by private entities. In this regard, we believe that the 

IASB should provide certain convincing analysis additionally, to clarify what is 

difference between such rights and obligations and why specific accounting 

standard would be required only for (the industry subject to) defined rate 

regulation. 

 

(b) We believe that in principle the IASB should not develop accounting standard that 

only relates to specific industry. Notwithstanding, if any accounting standard should 

be developed for rate-regulated activities, as specified in (a) above, we suggest that 

the IASB should develop any clear guidance or requirement(s) to clarify the 

difference between the rights and obligations of defined rate regulation and those 

created by private entities that are not subject to rate regulation. 

 

 

Question 7 

Section 5 outlines a number of possible approaches that the IASB could consider 

developing further, depending on the feedback received from this Discussion Paper. It 

highlights some advantages and disadvantages of each approach. 

(a) Which approach, if any, do you think would best portray the financial effects of 

defined rate regulation in IFRS financial statements and is most likely to provide 

the information that investors and lenders consider is most relevant to help them 

make their investing and lending decisions? Please give reasons for your answer? 

(b) Is there any other approach that the IASB should consider? If so, please specify 

and explain how such an approach could provide investors and lenders with 

relevant information about the financial effects of rate regulation. 

(c) Are there any additional advantages or disadvantages that the IASB should 

consider before it decides whether to develop any of these approaches further? If 

so, please describe them. 

If commenting on the asset/liability approach, please specify, if it is relevant, whether 

your comments reflect the existing definitions of an asset and a liability in the 

Conceptual Framework or the proposed definitions suggested in the Conceptual 

Framework Discussion Paper, published in July 2013. 

 

Comments: 

(a) We believe that all proposed approaches discussed in the DP would not be relevant. 

・ An approach to recognize as intangible assets would not be relevant given that the 
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regulatory deferral account balances can be negative and the IASB would need to 

amend IAS 38 ‘Intangible Assets’ to permit or require revaluation in the absence 

of an active market (paragraphs 5.40, 5.41 and 5.42). 

・ An approach to permit the accounting prescribed by the rate regulator to be used 

in general purpose IFRS financial statements would require an exception to allow 

or require the accounting policies required by the rate regulation to override those 

established in accordance with the general requirements of IFRS (paragraph 5.47). 

Thus, it would in substance, allow the application of the industry-specific 

accounting, which would not be acceptable. 

・ An approach to develop specific IFRS requirements to defer/accelerate the 

recognition of costs and/or revenue is likely to involve modifying the IFRS to 

reflect the regulatory requirements (paragraph 5.55). Thus, it would in substance, 

allow the application of the industry-specific accounting, which would not be 

acceptable. 

・ An approach to prohibit the recognition of regulatory deferral accounts balances 

in IFRS financial statements is likely to invalidate starting point for discussion as 

specified in Question 3. If the accounting standards for rate-regulated industry 

should be developed, it would not be acceptable. 

 

Question 9 

If, after considering the feedback from this Discussion Paper and the Conceptual 

Framework project, the IASB decides to prohibit the recognition of regulatory 

deferral account balances in IFRS financial statements, do you think that the IASB 

should consider developing specific disclosure-only requirements? If not, why not? If 

so, please specify what type of information you think would be relevant to investors 

and lenders in making their investing or lending decisions and why. 

 

Comments: 

We agree with your proposal. 

We believe that the IASB should conduct extensive outreach activities to stakeholders to 

identify what type of information would be relevant (to investors and lenders in making 

their investing or lending decisions). 
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Yours faithfully, 

 

Keiko Kishigami 

 

Executive Board Member－Accounting Practice (IFRS) 

The Japanese Institute of Certified Public Accountants 


